Abstract

Today's data center complexity has been drastically increased with the widespread of many dynamic services. However, provisioning heterogeneous services to satisfy user's demand is a challenging task for the service providers and as well for the cloud Network administrators. Traditional network architectures were not designed to meet the requirements of today's enterprises and end users. Hence to meet the users demand and to address the difference between market requirements and network capabilities in data centers the industry has come up with the Software-Defined Networking (SDN) architecture and its related standards. With SDN, static network can advance into a wide range of service delivery platform capable of responding rapidly to changing business, end user's demand, and market needs. SDN provides a novel and innovative approach for controlling and managing virtual machines in data centers. In this paper, we discuss the concept of SDN, which can be implemented by the OpenFlow protocol. We discuss the OpenFlow architecture and its components with various OpenFlow versions. Finally we discuss OpenFlow based SDN implementation, testing and present an overview of SDN based applications.
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